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BRAC 2005 
Technical Joint Cross-Service Group (TJCSG) 

Daily Conference Call 
Meeting Minutes of 7 January 2005 

Mr. Shaffer chaired the meeting. The agenda is enclosed in attachment 1. The list 
of attendees is enclosed in attachment 2.  Read ahead materials for the meeting are 
enclosed in attachment 3. The primary objective for the meeting was to review RFC and 
Scenario Data Call Status and to review any proposed subgroup scenario data 
assumptions. The agenda topics are listed below in the order in which they were covered. 
The key points, decisions and action items from the meeting are as follows: 

RFC and Scenario Data Call Status 

Key Points 

The Army is making progress with their scenario data. 
The Navy is making progress with their data as well. 
The Air Force will have all scenario data certified and submitted by mid next week. 
Two Critical RFCs are still outstanding: Navy China Lake RFC and the Ft. Rucker 
RFC . 
The ISG encouraged all of the JCSGs to run COBRA as soon as possible with their 
initial assumptions in order to make some progress on developing some initial 
candidate recommendations. The TJCSG will still go out with RFCs as needed but 
COBRA will be performed prior to getting the RFC data back. COBRA runs will 
need to be redone based on any new assumptions. COBRA runs are also required to 
complete assessments of Criteria 6,7,  and 8. 
The Marines recommended getting the RFCs closed out, and in particular, request any 
physical space related questions, prior to running COBRA. 

Decisions 

The TJCSG will begin performing COBRA based on our initial recommendations. 
For those instances where MILCON has been noted as a requirement in the initial 
data call, the TJCSG will perform two COBRA runs: one with MILCON 
requirements and one assuming no MILCON requirements. The RFCs will still be 
issued and COBRA will be run again based on any new data. 

Submoup Scenario Data Assumptions 

Key Points 

Dr. Schuette, Innovative Systems Subgroup Lead, presented RFCs and COBRA 
assumptions for TECH-0040. 
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Dr. Schuette recommended making standard start dates for any scenarios requiring 
MILCON to build receiver site office buildings. He specifically recommended a start 
date of 2008. 
Mr. Shaffer presented RFCs and COBRA assumptions for TECH-0020. 
Dr. Berry, Enabling Technologies Subgroup Lead, indicated they will have RFCs and 
COBRA assumptions for TECH-0032 available for TJCSG review during the 
Monday, 10 January 2005, conference call. 
Mr. Mleziva, C4ISR Subgroup Lead, indicated they will soon be ready to run 
COBRA for TECH-0008 and TECH-0042. 
Dr. Higgins, Weapons and Armaments Subgroup Lead, indicated they will soon be 
able to nm COBRA for TECH-001 7 and TECH-0043. 

Decisions 

The TJCSG decided to run two COBRA runs for TECH-0040 using the assumptions 
as presented by Dr. Schuette. One COBRA run will use 2008 as the start date and 
one will use 2009 as the start date. 

Closing Comments 

The Analysis Team is limited to the number of COBRA runs (probably three per 
week} it can do based on resources. The OSD BRAC office indicated they can 
provide additional resources to accomplish more if necessary. 
The CIT Principals and alternates need to provide comments to the Final Capacity 
and Military Value Reports by COB Monday, 1 0 January 2005. 

Action Items: 

The CIT Principals and alternates need to provide comments to the Final Capacity 
and Military Value Reports by COB Monday, 1 0 January 2005;/ 

Chairman, Capabilities Integration Team 

Attachments: 

1. Outline -Agenda 
2. List of Attendees 
3. R e d  Ahead Materials 
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